Signal identification in NMR spectra with coupled evolution periods.
Novel multidimensional NMR experiments rely on modified time-domain sampling schemes to provide significant savings of experimental time. Several approaches are based on the coupling of evolution times resulting in a reduction of the dimensionality of the recorded spectra, and a concomitant saving of experimental time. We present a consistent and general tool, called EVOCOUP, for the analysis of these reduced dimensionality spectra. The approach is flexible in the sense that the input can consist of various forms of reduced dimensionality spectra, that any piece of information can be removed (provided enough information is left), e.g., signals undetectable due to poor signal-to-noise or covered by artifacts, and that it can be applied to spectra involving any number of nuclei. The use of a general optimization procedure and an appropriate target function provides for a robust approach with well-defined results and ensures optimal use of redundant information normally present in the input. Spectral overlap in the directly detected dimension is resolved in a fully automated manner, avoiding the assessment of signal quality and its use in combinatorial trials. The positions of all peaks in a corresponding full-dimensional spectrum are obtained without need for reconstruction of this spectrum. In a systematic analysis of a complete spectrum recorded for the 14 kDa protein azurin and involving five different nuclei, only four spin systems were missed and no false spins systems were detected.